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Looking for high-quality artificial plants, trees or flowers,?
Look no further than Greenmoods!
As a specialist in the industry, Greenmoods has been
providing top-notch products and services to businesses and
resellers for over fifteen years.
Interiour stylist, event-planner, reseller, or any other
business: explore our artificial plants, trees, and flowers.
Our goal is to provide all kind of businesses and resellers
with the highest quality artificial plants and flowers possible.

 
 
 







GREENMOODS
A R T I F I C I A L  P L A N T S  &  F L O W E R S

Welcome to Greenmoods B.V., a wholesale company that specializes in high-quality
artificial plants and flowers. Founded out of a passion for interior design, we believe that
artificial plants and flowers are the latest fashion trend. Our mission is to provide our
clients with the highest quality artificial plants and flowers that are both beautiful and
affordable.

Since our establishment in 2020, we have been committed to our own import line, and
have built up an extensive inventory that reflects the latest trends in interior design. With
15 years of experience, we have built a reputation as a trusted supplier of artificial plants
and flowers.

Located in Rotterdam, our large warehouse enables us to maintain a diverse inventory of
artificial plants and flowers that is ready for quick delivery. We provide our clients with
prompt delivery services throughout Europe, and pride ourselves on our commitment to
customer satisfaction.

At Greenmoods B.V., we are dedicated to providing our clients with the latest and most
innovative products, and our inventory is constantly updated to reflect the newest trends
in interior design. We believe that artificial plants and flowers are an essential component
of any interior design, and are proud to offer our clients the highest quality products at
affordable prices. 

-TeamGreenmoods
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Transform
any space
into an oasis
with low-
maintenance,
high-style
artificial
plants.









For years, artificial plants were seen as a cheap and tacky alternative to the real thing.
However, times have changed, and now many people are turning to artificial plants as a
stylish and practical alternative to living plants.

Perhaps the most significant advantage of artificial plants is that they require very little
maintenance. Unlike living plants, which need watering, pruning, and sometimes
fertilizing, artificial plants require none of these things. Living plants can trigger allergies
in some people, particularly those with asthma or hay fever. Artificial plants don't
produce pollen, so they won't cause these problems

While high-quality artificial plants can be expensive upfront, they can save you money in
the long run. Unlike living plants, which need to be replaced periodically, artificial plants
can last for years without needing to be replaced





Artificial
plants: the

eco-friendly
choice for

sustainable
and stylish

home decor
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Adress showroom: Andries Copierhof 4
3059LM, Rotterdam 
Netherlands

Tel:  010-322 0091
Website: www.greenmoods.nl 

E-mail: Info@greenmoods.nl


